
Release notes for tranSMART 16.2 TraIT 
__________________ Release Notes ___________________ 
 
New features and improvements: 

● To allow bigger data sets, Summary Statistics and Grid View have been separated.  
● The implications are that items dragged into the Summary Statistics are no longer 

automatically added to the Grid View and that the maximum number of subjects for 
Grid View was set at 4000. Table view information for more than 4000 subjects needs 
to be exported and viewed locally instead. 

● Improved HiDome with a ‘No Filter’ option and clarified projection labels in Grid View. 
● The search box works again. 
● URLs are parsed into hyperlinks in Gridview. 
● Histogram for subset in the selection pop-up of the comparison tab was fixed. 
● Legibility of plot axes, bins and operator signs was improved for multiple analyses. 
● Entry boxes have been aligned for low and high ranges in the Waterfall analysis. 
● Many improvements to the help documentation and user manual. 
● Information buttons have been added to Summary Statistics and Advanced Workflow 

analyses.  
 
Deactivated features: 

● In Grid View the column ‘Samples’ has been removed due to unclarity. 
● Correlation analysis  deactivated due to incorrect behaviour. smartR correlation 

analysis can be used instead. 
● ‘Select cohorts as input’ button was not functioning and has been removed. 

 
___________________ Known Issues __________________ 
 
Analyze: 

- When pressing 'Clear' after using the search field and next trying to open a folder in 
the tree, sometimes the selected folder won’t open. Sometimes all folders open again 
as was done for the performed search, instead of only the selected folder. Refreshing 
the page solves the issue.  

- Comparison: 
- If no high/low flag has been provided with the data, it is not functional in the 

‘Set Value’ window, but does not give a notification.  
- Summary statistics:  

- Items dragged into the Summary Statistics are not added to the Grid View. 
- Histogram axis values are not aligned correctly, also in comparison tab. 

- Grid View:  
- Items dragged into the Grid View are not added to the Summary Statistics. 
- Disabled for more than 4000 subjects.  

 
Advanced Workflow: 

 



- After running an analysis and downloading the results, subsets that were selected in 
the comparison tab cannot be retrieved; jobInfo.txt only provides a subset number. 
Especially cumbersome for Marker Selection, as here two subsets must be selected. 

- In jobInfo.txt the projection unit for high dimensional data output (e.g. raw or log 
intensity) is not provided for all analyses. 

- The binning option ‘Evenly distribute population’ does not provide the most optimal 
bins for numerical variables. For high dimensional variables the population does 
become evenly distributed. 

- The order of bins is not always correct from small to large for both numerical and high 
dimensional variables (Boxplot with Anova, Survival Analysis, Line Graph, Table with 
Fisher Test, Logistic regression). Therefore not always the correct bin is used as a 
base for the Hazard ratio calculation (Survival Analysis) or the bins are allocated the 
wrong way around to ‘Success’ or ‘Failure (Logistic Regression). 

- In case of multiple probes and genes, it is not clear to which gene a probe belongs in 
e.g. Scatterplot and Table with Fisher Test. External documentation explains how this 
can be retrieved from the downloaded result files. 

- Survival Analysis: 
- In the SurvivalCurve_Table.txt file a varying amount of spaces are used to 

separate columns, instead of tabs.  
- Scatterplot: 

- Dependent variable cannot be log transformed. 
- X-axis label doesn’t indicate when log transformation was used. 
- Axis label doesn’t indicate which projection of high dimensional data was used 

and shows only e.g. the gene name without ‘raw intensities’. 
- Boxplot with Anova: 

- 'X' used on 'Y' axis when binning, instead of 'Y' 
- Entire paths on axis with manually binned categorical variable are illegible. 
- Manual binning for two or more genes does not give the option to make 

separate bin ranges for each individual gene. Unclear errors are given 
sometimes when trying to bin for multiple genes. 

- When the dependent variable is binned (e.g. Age) and the dependent variable 
is e.g. ‘Genes/AURKA’, X and Y are reversed both in interface and in export.  

- Waterfall analysis: 
- Not possible to run analysis without making ranges or to zoom in on X-axis. 
- The colours for ‘LOW’, ‘HIGH’ and ‘BASE’ differ when only one or two of the 

three are used.  
- All types of heatmaps: 

- Aggregation is wrongfully based on z-scores instead of on log intensities. 
- K-means Clustering: 

- Extra beam to display two subsets selected in the comparison tab is missing. 
- If no limit is set to the number of rows to display, the analysis won’t work 

(same for Hierarchical Clustering). Default is not set at 50 as is done for 
Heatmap.  

- Logistic Regression: 
- Labels on Y-axis are only partly visible 

 



- < X <=' on Y-axis in case of categorizing a numerical or high dimensional 
variable is not the correct label and especially now missing the first part of the 
Y-axis labels.  

- In case of multiple genes, not clear which gene is on which axis 
SmartR: 

- User documentation and help texts are missing for most analyses. 
- Analysis data can’t be downloaded.  
- SVG files is not downloaded in Firefox. 
- Two SmartR analyses (IPAconnector and Patientmapper) are activated but not 

functional in current setup. 
- Not possible to cancel fetching data and not possible to run job in background. 
- Line graph:  

- Produces unexpected representation of the data, depending on the way the 
data is modelled: if not modelled correctly, multiple different bar graphs are 
shown instead of one with a line connecting the different time points. See here 
what data format the Line graph expects. 

- Two cohorts selected in the comparison tab results in an error. 
- For HDD variables it is unclear which gene was selected. 
- Binning is not possible and the categorical field does not work properly. 
- Smooth Graph and user weighted events don't work. 

- Boxplot:  
- Suggests to display raw values for data from high dimensional nodes, where 

in fact the the log2 values are displayed as raw values. The options to 
transform to log2 and log10 therefore give unexpected results. Not explained 
that original negative values are discarded.  

- Not possible to bin HDD and numerical values into categorical values. 
- Axis labels are not clear or missing.  
- Hovering over the data points does not bring up additional information. 

- Volcano plot:  
- Preprocessing tab and aggregate probes buttons are missing. 

- Heatmap: 
- Statistics table is not correctly displayed if not in fullscreen mode. 
- Nothing happens when (un)checking the boxes ‘Cluster Row’ and ‘Cluster 

Col’, only once selecting a different type of clustering. 
- Correlation workflow: 

- Not possible to bin HDD and numerical values into categorical values. 
- Not possible to log-transform only one axis. 
- Not possible to distinguish between two subjects with the same values on both 

X- and Y-axis upon hover over. Also not possible to only remove 1 of the two. 
 
Data Export: 

- Page refresh required to use HiDome after dragging a high dimensional node in 
export tab. 

 
Workspace: 

- Restoring cohorts from ‘Workspace’ does not apply -omics subsetting filters. 

 



- The query does not show the constraints, but only states ‘(with constraints)’. When 
using the subset(s), the constraints are applied. 

 
Gene Signature/Lists: 

- Examples 4-6 from ‘see samples’ give an error message ‘Cannot invoke method 
getAt() on null object’. 

- Tech Platform is obligatory, but not all platforms that are used in the studies can be 
selected. 

- ‘Owner of data’ and ‘ Compound’ cannot be selected 
- ‘Multiple testing correction employed’ changes to ‘No’ when ‘Yes’ is entered both in UI 

and Excel download, and when using ‘Edit items’ and ‘Clone’. 
- When species 'Mouse (knockout or transgenic)’ is selected, the extra fields 'Source' 

and 'Detail' do not automatically appear. 'Source' cannot be selected. 
- Deleting a signature results in a notification “An error has occurred”, signature does 

get deleted when refreshing the page.  
 

 


